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ကကကကကကကကကကကက ကကကကကကကကကကကက ..
ကကကကကကကကကကကက .. ကကကကကကကကကကကကကက 
ကကကကကကကကကကက
 



 
ကကကကကကကကကက

ကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကက ကကကကကကကကကက

ကကကကကကကကကကကက 
ကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကက ကကကကကကကကကက
ကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကက 
ကကကကကကကကကကကကကကက ကကကကကကကကကက 
ကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကက ကကကကကကက
ကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကက 
ကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကက ကကကကကကကကကက
ကကကက ကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကက
ကကကကကကကက 
ကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကက က
ကကကကကကကကက ကကကကကကကက 
ကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကက ကကက
ကကကကကကကကကကက ကကကကကကကကကကက 
ကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကက
 ကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကက က
ကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကက 
ကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကက ကကကကကကကက 
ကကကကကကကကက ကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကက
ကကက 
ကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကက ကကကကကက
ကကကကကက 
ကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကက
က ကကကကကကကကကက 
ကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကက ကကက
ကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကက



 ကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကက 
ကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကက ကကကကကကကကက
ကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကက ကကကကက
က 
ကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကက က
ကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကက 
ကကကကကကကကကကကကကက ကကကကကကကကကကကကက
ကကကကကကကကက 
ကကကကကကကကကကက ကကကကကကကကကကကကက 
ကကကကကကကကကကကက ကကကကကကကကက 
ကကကကကကကကကကကကကကက ကကကကကကကကကကကက
ကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကက ကကကကက
ကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကက



ကကကကကကကကကက

 ကကကကကကကကကကကက 
ကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကက က/ကက
 
 
ကကကကကကကကကကကကက (---
)ကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကက
ကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကက
ကကကကကကကကကကကကက (---
)ကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကက
ကကကကကကကကကကကကက 
ကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကက
ကကကကကကကကကကကကက (---
)ကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကက
ကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကက
ကကက
ကကကကကကကကကကကကက (---
)ကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကက
ကကကကက ကကကကက 
ကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကက
ကကက
ကကကကကကကကကကကကက (---
)ကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကက
ကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကက 
ကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကက
ကကကကကကကကကကကကက (---
)ကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကက
ကကကကကကကကကကက 
ကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကက
ကကကကကကကကကကကကက (---
)ကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကက
ကကကကကကကက ကကကကကကကကကကကကကကက 
ကကကကကကကကကကကကကကက
ကကကကကကကကကကကကက (---



)ကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကက
ကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကက 
ကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကက
ကကကကကကကကကကကကက (---
)ကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကက
ကကကက ကကက ကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကက
ကကကကကကကကကကကကက (---
)ကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကက
ကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကက 
ကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကက
ကကကကကကကကကကကကက (---
)ကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကက
ကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကက 
ကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကက
ကကကကကကကကကကကကက (---
)ကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကက
ကကကကကကကကကကကကကကက 
ကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကက
ကကကကကကကကကကက
ကကကကကကကကကကကကက (---
)ကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကက
ကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကက 
ကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကက
က Facebookကကကကကကကကကကကကကကက
ကကကကကကကကကကကကက (---
)ကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကက
ကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကက 
ကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကက
ကကကကကကကကကကကကက (---
)ကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကက
ကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကက
ကကကကကကကကက
ကကကကကကကကကကကကက (---
)ကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကက
ကကကကကကကကကကကကကက 



ကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကက
ကကကကကက
ကကကကကကကကကကကကကကက 
ကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကက
ကကကကကကကကက
ကကကကကကကကကကကကက (---
)ကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကက
ကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကက 
ကကကကကကကကက Angry Bird 
ကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကက
 
ကကကကကကကကကကကကက (---
)ကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကက
ကကကကကကကကကကကကက 
ကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကက
ကကကကကကကကကကကကက 
ကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကက
ကကကကကကကကကကကကက 
ကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကက
က
ကကကကကကကကကကကကက 
ကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကက 
ကကကကကကကကကကကကက
ကကကကကကကကကကကကက (---
)ကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကက
ကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကက 
ကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကက
ကကကက
ကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကက ကကကကကကကကကက
ကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကက 
ကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကက
ကကကကကကကကကကကကကက ကကကကကကကက 
ကကကကကက
ကကကကကကကကကကကကက (---
)ကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကက



ကကကကကကကကကကကက 
ကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကက
ကကကကကကကကကကကကကက 
ကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကက
ကကကကကကကကကကကကက 
ကကကကကကကကကကကကကကက
ကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကက
ကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကက 
ကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကက
ကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကက
ကကက ကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကက
ကကကကကကကကကကကကက (---
)ကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကက
ကကကကကကကကကကကကကကက 
“ကက”ကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကက
ကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကက 
ကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကက
ကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကက 
ကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကက
ကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကက ကကကကကကကက 
ကကကကကကကကကကကကက
ကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကက 
ကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကက 
ကကကကကကကကကကကကက
ကကကကကကကကကကကကက ကက 
ကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကက
ကကကကကကကကက ကကကကကကကကကကကက 
ကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကက
ကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကက
ကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကက
ကကကကကကကကက 
ကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကက
ကကက
ကကကကကကကကကကကကက (---
)ကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကက



ကကကကကကကကက 
ကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကက
ကကကကကကကကက ကကကကကက ကကက ကကကကကကကက
ကကကကကကကကက ကကကကကက ကကကကကကကကက 
ကကကကကက
ကကကကကကကကကကကကက (---
)ကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကက
ကကကကကကကကကကကကက 
ကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကက
ကကကက
 
 





ကကကကကကကကကက

ကကကကကကကကကကကက ကကကကကကက 
ကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကက 
ကကကကကကကကကကကက

ကကကကကကကကကကကက ကကကကကကက ကကကကကကက
ကကကကကကကကက ကကကကကကကကကကကကက





ကကကကကကကကကက

ကကကကကကကကကကကကက ကကကကကကကကကကကကကက

 ကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကက
ကကကက ကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကက 
ကကကကကကကကကကကက ကကကကကကကကကကကကကကက
က ကကကကကက ကကကကကကကကကကက

ကကကကကကကကကကက 
ကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကက က
ကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကက ကကကကကကကကကက
ကကကကကကကကကကကက ကကကကကကကကကကကကကကက
ကကကက 
ကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကက

ကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကက ကကကကက
ကကကကက ကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကက...(က
ကကက)က

ကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကက
ကကကကကကကက ကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကက
ကကကကကကကကကက... ကကကက

ကကကကကကကကကကကကကက 
ကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကက ကကကကကကကက
ကကကကကကကကက ကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကက
ကကကကက ကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကက
ကကကက ကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကက
ကကကကကကကကကက.......က





ကကကကကကကကကက

ကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကက ( 
က )

ကကကကကကကကကကကကကကက ကကကကကကကကကကကက
ကကကက 
ကကကကကကကကကကကကက ကကကကကကကကကကကကကက
ကကက ကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကက

ကကကကကက- ကကကကကကကကကကကကကက 
ကကကကကကကကကကကက ကကကကကကကကက- 
ကကကကကကကကကကကကကက က 
ကကကကကကကကကကကကကက ကကကကကက- 
ကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကက 
ကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကက ကကကကကကက
ကက- ကကကကကကကကက က 
ကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကက ကက
ကကကက- ကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကက 
ကကကကကကကကကကကကက ကကကကကကကကက- 
ကကကကကကကကကကကကက ကကကကကကကကကကကက....က

“ကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကက 
ကကကကကကကကကကကကကက 
ကကကကကကကကက” ကကကကကကကကကကကကကက 
ကကကကကကကကကကကကက ကကကကကကကကကကကကကက
ကကကကကက ကကကကကက 
ကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကက

“ကကကကကကကကကကက ကကကကကကကကကကကကကကက
ကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကက” ကကကကကကကက
ကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကက ကကကကကကကကက



ကကကကကကကကကက 
ကကကကကကကကကကကက ကကကကကကကကကကကကက..က

ကကက .. ကကကကကကက 
ကကကကကကကကကကက ကကကကကကကကက 
ကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကက ကက
ကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကက
ကက..က

ကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကက ကကကကကကက 
ကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကက
ကကက ကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကက
ကကကကကက “ကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကက.. 
ကကကကကကကကကက” ကကကက

ကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကက ကကကကကက
ကကကကကကကကကက ကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကက 
ကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကက
ကကက...က

 



ကကကကကကကကကက

ကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကက(
က)
 
 
- ကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကက .. ကကကကက 
ကကကကက ကကကကက -
ကကကကကကကကကကကက ကကကကကကကကကကကကက 
ကကကကကကကကကကကကက
ကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကက
 
- 
ကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကက
ကကကက ကကကကကကကကကကကက -
ကကက ကကကကကကကကကက
ကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကက ကကကကကကက
 
- ကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကက 
ကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကက 
ကကကကကကကက -
ကကကကကကကကကကကကကကက 
ကကကကကကကကကကကကက 
ကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကက
ကကက . . .
ကကကက ကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကက 
ကကကကကကကကကကက
 
ကကက ကကကကကကကက
ကကကကကကကက 
ကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကက
ကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကက ကကကကကကကကက 
ကကကကကကက က
 



ကကကကကကကကကကကကက
ကကကကကကကကက ကကကကကကကက 
ကကကကကကကကကကကကကက
ကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကက 
ကကကကကကကကကကကက
ကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကက 
ကကကကကကကကကကကက
ကကကကကကက 
ကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကက 
ကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကက က
 
ကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကက 
ကကကကကကကကကကကကကကက
"ကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကက" 
ကကကကကကကကကကကကကက
ကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကက 
ကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကက
 



 
ကကကကကကကကကက
 ကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကက(က)
 
 
-ကကကကကကကကကကကကက ကကကကကကကကကကကကက
ကကကကကက ကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကက
ကကကကကကက ကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကက
ကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကက
ကကကကက ကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကက
ကကကကကကကကကကကက ကကကကကက
ကကကကကကကကကကကက
ကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကက
ကကကကကကက ကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကက
ကကကကကက ကကကကကကကက
ကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကက
ကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကက
ကကကကကကကကကကက ကကကကကကကကက
ကကကကကကကကကကက ကကကကကကကကကကက
ကကကကကကကကကကကကကက
ကကကကကကကကကကကကကကက ကကကကကက
ကကကကကကကကကကကက
ကကကကကကကကကကကကကက
ကကကကကကကကကကကက ကကကကကကက -
 
ကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကက
ကကကကကကကကက ကကကကကကကကကကကကက
ကကကကကကကက ကကကက
ကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကက
ကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကက
ကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကက





 
ကကကကကကကကကက
 
ကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကက 
(က)
 
 
ကကကကကကကကကက 
ကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကက
ကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကက
ကကကက ကကကကကကကကကက
ကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကက
ကကကကကကကကကကကက ကကကကကကကကကက
ကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကက 
ကကကကကကကကကကကက
 
ကကကကကကကကကကကက 
ကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကက
ကကကကကကကကကကကက 
ကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကက ကကကကကကကကကက
ကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကက 
ကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကက
ကကကကကကကကကက
ကကကကကကကကကက 
ကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကက
ကကကကကကကကကကကက ကကကကကကကကကကက . . .က
 
- ကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကက
ကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကက 
ကကကကကကကကကကကကကက -
ကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကက 
ကကကကကကကကကကကကက
ကကကကကကကကက
ကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကက 



ကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကက
ကကကကကကကကကက
 
ကကကကကကကကကက ကကကကကကကကကကကက
ကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကက က 
ကကကကကကကကကကကက
ကကကကကကကကကကကကက 
ကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကက 
ကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကက
ကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကက 
ကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကက ကကကကကကကကက
- ကကကကကကက ကကကကက . . ကကကကကကက
ကကကကကကကကကကကကကက 
ကကကကကကကကကကကကကက -  ကကကက
 
ကကကကကကကကကကကကကက
ကကကကကကက
ကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကက
 



 
ကကကကကကကကကက

ကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကက 
(က)

ကကကကကကကကကကကကကကက ကကကကကကကကကကကက
ကကကကက ကကကကကကကကကကကက ကကကကကကကကကက 
ကကကကကကကက ကကကကကကကကကက 
ကကကကကကကကကကကကကက

ကကကကကကက 
ကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကကက “
ကကကကကကကကကကက ကကကကကက 
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